
THE STUDENTS
Student Council Minutes 

September 24

Absent: Eric Kuhn and Clay Kelley from Barclay, and Sarah
Bing from Leeds. A list of the new student council members,
including their last names, should be out shortly.

We started off the new student council season with the
traditional moment of silence. This was followed by an
inspiring talk about consensus by Steve Cary, during which
he compared his past dealings with the faculty with taking
80 kangaroos for a walk.

After these traditional activities we proceeded to discuss
some new ideas for duties of a S.C. dorm rep. It was
decided that reps will be encouraged to go to meetings with
the deans and other such gatherings that the executive board
attends. Elizabeth Schainker and Erica Bruner volunteered
to be at this Friday's meeting.

Ruth Katz and Kurt Calia were appointed S.C. reps to JSAAP.

Some concern has been raised about the growing number of
student run business ventures on campus, and the legal
ramifications of a profit being made with the use of this
school's "non-profit" facilities. Mike Barnes, August
Pelton, and Carlo Cerrutti volunteered to start a committee
to develop a policy which will set guidelines for the
future. Anyone considering future entrepeneurial ventures
(this includes T-shirt sales) should probably get in touch
with one of them.

A number of enviromental concerns and suggestions, including
a suggestion that we cease to waste paper on junk mail, have
been brought to us. Craig McGiffin seems to be the dorm, rep
with a real interest in this area, and I suggest you talk to
him if you have similar concerns.

Do any of you have any ideas on how a poor, underprivileged
student council co-secretary can get to Europe next summer
cheaply? I'd be reeeally grateful for creative suggestions.

After long discussion, the HC and bi-college budgets were
approved.

Also, Heather Orman'92 was appointed as student rep to the
security advisory committee, so talk to her if you have any
compliants about . . .Security.
And Colin Rule'93 was appointed to the Academic Computing
Advisory Committee.

I guess that's it for now. Thanks for reading.
Yours truly,
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"I would rather be nibbled to death by a duck instead of stuff or)mail boxes." Robin Doan

Present: Lela Betts, Eric Becker, Sarah Bing, Alex Brecher, Erika ( 1)
Erika Bruner, Carlo Cerruti, David Dickinson, Ruth Katz,
Clay Kelly, Eric Kuhn, Matt Leighninger, Amy
Levenstien, Craig McGiffin, Mary Murray, August Felton,
Rob Plummer, Jackie Rabb, Solomon Rodd, Elisabeth
Schainker.	 .

Absent: Mike Barnes, Kurt Calia, Teddy Freeman

SECURITY CONCERNS

Heather Orman, the recently appointed student rep to the
Security Advisory Committee, came to the meeting to listen to our
concerns so she could relay them to Security. We also discussed
the hazards of unlocked doors and ways to encourage students to
keep all their room and hall doors locked. We are also going to
look into creating a centralized and well publicized 'Lost and
Found.'

ORGANIZING A SOCIAL EVENT

Anyone who wants to organize a social event should see John
Francone, manager of the Haverford Food Service, to discuss
arrangements (room, food...) and Betty Davis, at the
Distinguished Visitor's Office, to clear the date. More details
about who to see and what to do will be coming out in a handbook
to be written by Large Party Fund.

MEAL CARDS- to have or not to have....

The growing problem of students off the meal plan sneaking in
at meals has lead the Dining Center to adopt a new policy which
requires all students to have their meal card unless they want to
pay for the meal. Furthermore, the Deans will enforce this by
speaking to any student who is off the meal plan and caught
trying to sneak in.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

0
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Wednesday, Oct. 4 - CENTRAL STUDY BREAK, 10 PM IN SUNNEN LOUNGE U)
It will be an informal forum where
writers will discuss their-resolutions.
Yes, there will be donuts.

Friday, Oct. 6- STUDENT-FACULTY COFFEE HOUR- 10-11 IN SUNKEN
LOUNGE

)111)
This is a unique chance to get to know
your professors over coffee and	 EMI

donuts.

0
Resolutions will be in the mail at the
beginning of the week, thus giving you
time to read over and think about the
resolutions.

** Correction ** Jackie Rabb's number is 642-2902

IMPORTANT DATES

Sunday, Oct. 8- PLENARY- 1:30 PM IN MARSHALL AUDITORIUM
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Thanks for Reading
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HE STUDENTS
Students , Council Minutes

October 22, 198 .9 or)
Present: Mike Barnes, Lela Betts, Eric Becker, Sarah Bing,
Alex Brecher, Erika Bruner, Kurt Celia, Carlo Cerruti, David or)
Dickinson, Clay Kelly, Eric Kuhn, Amy Levenstein, Craig
McGiffin, Mary Murray, August Pelton, Rob Plummer, Jackie
Rabb, Solomon Rodd, Elisabeth, Schainker
Absent: Ruth Katz, Matt Leighninger

(71)

Student/Faculty Coffee Hour:
Well, the faculty turnout still isn't as good as we had

)011hoped, despite our most recent invitation attempts. So
we're going to try to do departmental coffee breaks (of
course all are still invited), and maybe this will encourage nomi
some more faculty-student interaction. Any other
suggestions are welcome.

Sign Stealers: Parking signs and such are still disappearing
from their homes and finding their way to peoples' rooms.
These signs cost $300 a piece to replace, and physical plant
is tired of it. So, if you know where some are, it seems it
would be appropriate to help them find their way back to
their rightful homes. Also, please lay off the ROBERTS HALL
letters for a while. If for no other reason, it's a pain to
be replacing these all the time.

Infirmary Trivia: We discussed some complaints received
about the hours of the HC infirmary, as well as the
physician. And although it doesn't seem like there can be a
change in either for a while, we are bringing them to the
student rep on the Student Health Advisory Committee, Vikas.
But while BMC's health services are better in some respects,
we still have cheaper birth control, so don't feel so badly.

publicizing Events: If you are sponsoring any sort of event
and would like it publicized to area alumni, this is easy.
Contact Lela for details.

Committee Reports:
Activities: Stew Your Roommate dance on Saturday, November 4
So start thinking ahead about who you can set your friends
and neighbors up with.
Appointments: Noah Guynn and Nancy Morden were appointed to
the French Ad Hoc Committee. Snowball Committee consists
of: Coralie Boyd, Emma Fortney, Bridget Rodriguez (note
Teddy's bold behavior), Victoria Stone, and Nicole Warren.

Also, Safewalks needs volunteers, male or female. Sign up
at the SC room if you are interested.
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To: The Student body

From: The Discretionary Fund Heads

Due to the prevailing national mood and recent legal

developments the discretionary fund directors have been

advised that our continued funding for alcohol is highly

problematic and should probably cease in its present form.

In a legal precedent decided in March of this year involving

a Villanova fraternity, a minor who was served alcohol was

injured in a car accident while driving home. The officers

of the fraternity and party throwers were found liable. (See

attached case) In a meeting today <May 3>, the Haverford

College Lawyer informed us that this precedent basically

implies that the Discretionary Fund Directors and all party

throwers may be personally liable in any legal action

involving a minor who was served alcohol at a party funded

by the discretionary fund.

As a result of the precedent set by this case it is

impossible for us to continue funding for alcohol without

the risk of incurring tremendous liability on ourselves as

individuals and on the various social groups upon which we

sit. Because of this development we the discretionary

heads, have decided that for the remaining two weeks of this

semester the discretionary fund will not refund for any

money spent on alcohol. The large and small party funds will

continue to refund for all other aspects of party throwing.

As mentioned above this is a temporary decision and we will

be exploring other possibilities over the summer. If you



have any comments or suggestions send a note through campus

mail to any one of us or post it on the comment board. There

will be a forum the first week of September to discuss any

possible alternatives.
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kL E STUDENTS
Students' Council Minutes

Novembers, 1989

Absent: Alex Brecher (Co-Sec), Clare Hesp (Off-Campus)

Faculty-Student Re 	: We had our weekly discussion
about the success of the past coffee hour, accompanied by
Brad Mayer '92, from the faculty student interaction
committee. The general feeling was that last week's Biology
Hour was rather successful, and we will try a repeat
performance with two other lucky departments on November 17.
Remember, 10-11 in the sunken lounge.

Skeeters: Matt Gardner, one of the managers of this
successful-and-getting-better-all-the-time-pizza-business
came to discuss the use of profits. The budget committee
and some reps from Skeeters are going to get together and
make some decisions. Ideas include improvements such as a
new oven, donations to charity, and use to further subsidize
groups on campus.

Alcohol Policy: Keep your eyes open for a mailbox ballot to
ratify the policy in the near future. Don't let apathy or
ignorance cause another emergency Plenary or worse.

Concessions: We also discussed changes in the contracts for
students running concessions -- it seems they were
originated as a way for groups on campus to make money, and
over the years have turned in to very profitalbe campus jobs
given out randomly. We hope to return them to their
original function. But, if you have any complaints about
how they are presently being run, contact Rob Plummer, and
he will get you in touch with the right person.

parking Problems on Panmure Street (Behind YarnalZ):  It
seems that all the cars that park on this street make it
impassable for school buses and are making it dangerous for
the kids. Although it is not presently illegal to park
there, we ask you to not do so and help maintain the good
reputation of Haverford Students with the local folk.

Some Recent Quotes

"Hardship Breeds Character" -August Pelton to The Deans

"18!! Omigod, a baby!!" -Lela Betts to Carlo Cerrutti

I want to be on the food service committee so I can
"identify some of the foreign objects on the salad bar"

-Nancy Coifman to the. Appointments Committee

O

O
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THE STUDENTS
Food Service News: The conveyor belt on the left side 	 or)
should hopofully be fixed very soon, but please try to be or)patient. They're waiting for parts from Kalamzoo or some
other far away place.
Please take note of the correct dining center schedule
posted in the dining center and ignore any that are
different.
Also, please do not put trash in aluminum recycling bins in
 (71)

the Coop.

:0111And Remember, SC meetings are open to the public. Sunday
evenings at 7:30 in the Bryn Mawr room of the DC.

Appointments:
Food Service Committee- Nancy Kaufmann '93, Ginny Dukes '93
Quaker Studies Ad Hoc Search Committee- Anna Liisa
Little '90, and Laura Willaims '92
Biophysics Ad Hoc- Soraya Samii '90, Elisabeth Rogers '90.

Stew Your Roommate Party: Well, here I'm just going to brag
and say that me and Alex (Alex and I) know how to throw one
heck of a party. Also, I'd like to thank Alex for picking
up a lot for me since my health has been so bizarre lately.
Thanks also goes to Justin Cummings, Jen Denbo, Clay Kelly,
Lucia Touchstone, Andrew Zinn, and everyone else who helped
us out.

My Personal Advice

Appreciate your health and do not take antibiotics if you
even think you may have mono, but don't let the infirmary
tell you you have mono without giving you a real test that
takes two days for results because you may just be allergic
to the antibiotic and having a reaction that looks like mono
symptoms and whatever you do do not drink out of a cup I've
even looked at. You may get German Measles or the Bubonic
Plague. Would you believe I was a healthy, happy person
less than a fortnight ago?

Thanks for reading all of this. Sorry it's so long.
Get lots of rest and drink lots of fluids just in case-
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few things you must remember to do. First, go talk to The
Cafe managers and the dorm rep, Erika Bruner. You must pay
$40 for housecleaning to clean the first floor bathroom
after the event. Erika has been asked by the people on this
floor to get on your tails if you don't.

Coke Machines: Anti-Apartheid is organizing a boycott of
Coca-Cola due to their business practices in South Africa.
The reason we brought this up is because S.C. is in charge
of the Coke concessions on this campus, and has the power to
have them removed. We've decided not to do anything until
we the community expresses some interest, whether through a
successful boycott, a plenary resolution, or whatever.

	THESTVDENTS
Lunt Party Room: If you throw a party in Lunt, here are a

Study Abroad Storage is now in the attic of Yarnall.
Hopefully this will prevent the sale and damage of stuff'
belonging to students who are away. The attic will be open
only at the beginning and end of each semester..

Services During Short Breaks: We'd like to know if there is
a greater number of students staying over short breaks, and
thus a greater need for things like food services available.
Talk to your nearest S.C. rep or officer.

*!Burglaries and Other Bad Stuff*! This weekend (the last
one before Turkey Weekypd) there were many reported
robberies. Both the 4 6u floor of Lunt and Jones had stuff
stolen, as well as various HPAs. Also, a man was in Leeds
harrassing students. KEEP YOUR DOORS LOCKED!!
Lastly, a student had a significant amount of $$$ taken out
of her wallet in her purse in the library. So it is not the
wisest idea to leave money unguarded.
"She thought it would be safe there. She was wrong."

-friend of the victim.

Central Study Break the Wednesday after Thanksgiving.

Safety in Dorms: Guys, try to be wise about where you hang
posters in relation to candles, etc.. Although is seems
like dorms like Gummere can't burn, your rugs, furniture,
clothes and such can burn and make a room hot enough to kill
people (sorry to be so morbid). So keep an eye on your hot
pots that are only used in HPA, or course.

And on a closing note, the Gringo Imperialistic Co-Secretary
would like to say something about Salmonella Poisoning and
Health Laws that have nothing to do with me, but have a lot
to do with Quesadillas. I like more food options. I
especially like food options that don't threaten my health
in any way. And I also had nothing to do with the closing
of the HPA restaurant. Blame it on the national government,
those silly folk who like to protect consumers.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE ,
PA 19041 Ivj-;
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Students , Council
December 3, 1989

Absent:For the first half: Teddy Freeman, Rob Plummer.
Absent for the later part: Ruth Katz, Craig McGiffin.
Absent altogether: Clare Hesp, Sarah Bing.

Change Machines: We got one from the Washer Machine
Company, and it's probably going to go in HPA somewhere, as
long as the people who own it don't think it's too risky.

*Physical Plant Special* Robin and Norm are concerned about
our well-being, especially as it relates to poorly-made
lofts. They don't care if you have lofts, but would like
them checked out. So call Physical Plant, where these
people have kindly offered to inspect your loft for safety.
If not for yourself, think about the safety of your
significant other (	 Teddy's sentence).

Sign Controversy: Last week the signs advertising Gay Talk
were anonymously torn down. We would like this stuff to
stop. I think the note Jon Novick sent in the mail sums up
our views, but to repeat this just isn't proper behavior.
There was some concern that this was linked to the signs put
up encouraging people to "Stop the Church". This lead to a
general discussion on freedom of speech, including the anti-
CIA demonstration at BMC this weekend. We came up with no
answers. But it was thought-provoking. Do it sometime.

Alcohol Policy: It didn't pass. 87% of the ballots handed
in were in favor of the policy, but as usual not enough
people handed them in. My thoughts on this apathy/lack of
awareness of what's going on: BLAHHHHARRRGGGGHHHGOODGRIEF.
How annoying. Now the members of JSAAPP have to think up
other ways to get you to vote. Seriously. If you have a
gripe, express it. Don't be apathetic. There seems to be
confusion as to what will happen it we never pass this
alcohol policy. I can't really clear it up. But I can say
that at the last deans/sc meeting, Matt Hamabata stated he
could not imagine the administration governing student life,
as it opposes the founding principles of the college.

Appointments: Skeeters Managers: Henry Israel '91, Mike
Henry '91, Bong Kim '92.
Paper Waste Committee: Gideon Berstein '93.
JSAAPP: Gretchen Miller '90, Seth Stodder '91.

Lastly, the gringa-imperialist co-secretary would like to
take back her "slanderous remarks" about the HPA reasturant.
Hundreds of students did not die painfully, as I implied.
Actually, all the customers were quite satisfied, as far as
I know. The Quasadilla business is just a cut-throat
existence, and they decided to flee before the government
caught up with them.

OL.



THE STUDENTS
Students Council Minutes for February 25. 1990

Absent: Jon Novick, Mary Murray
	

Cn
We began our first meeting with the spring Students Council by talking about a cn

Student Council philosophy. Citing a recent meeting of community members
concerning the egg-throwing and swastika incidents at which consensus indicated that 0
the community thought SC should be taking a stand on issues, several Council
members voiced their feelings that, as elected representatives, it is our responsibility to
be "political." Other members countered this by claiming that taking moral stands is
Honor Councils job. Further, it was theorized that SC, which funds student groups,
would be practicing some form of censorship by criticizing the actions of these student
groups. The debate was perhaps best summed up in the question: "Is Students
Council a legislative or moral body?"

We are still confronting these issues and would like community input. If you
have questions or comments, please join co-Presidents Eric and Mary and other SC
members for a Fireside Chat every Thursday 5:30-7 in the Sunken Lounge.

0Here, SC will be open to questions. Join us!

Next we talked about the value of consensus and dorm rep	 2
responsibilities. Quaker tradition of the worth of every opinion was highlighted.
Committees were explained; Budget, Appointments and Activities were described and,
after members asked questions about each, everybody signed up for one committee.

High on the agenda of many members was Study Break. Many veteran
members felt that the purpose of Study Break -- communication between students and
Students Council -- has been lost in the donut foray. New members wanted Study
Breaks. We decided to go ahead with Study Breaks (and donuts) for a TEST PERIOD.
We can only afford the cost of donuts if students are using this time to
listen to their reps and giving them feedback! If this doesn't happen, we'll
have to redirect that money and cut down on Study Breaks.

The spring 82©Tsg© SCG, will be on Sunday, 1-4:30. This means that all
storage areas must be emptied of all personal belongings (not College furniture) by
Saturday March 3. Robin Doan has advised us that Housekeeping will clean all the
areas over Spring Break. Anything left in the areas will be sold by SC on Sunday. All
the areas in all the dorms will be opened for an "ultra-thrift" extravaganza. Who knows,
you might find that bike or VCR you've been wanting. You may pay by check:
"Haverford Students Council."

Does CPR and/or First Aid sound like a good idea for either a graduation
requirement (like Bryn Mawrs' swim requirement) or a gym credit? We talked about
this in light of the death of a Swarthmore student; some members felt that these skills
would be handy every day for the rest of our lives. Please tell us what you think!

Notes 'N' Stuff
• Students with bikes are advised that it is a fire hazard to lock bikes in

stairwells. Also, you may register your bike with Security so that if you lose your
key, they'll be able to break your lock knowing it's your bike. Registration is free!

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
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• SC members were advised to outfit all dorms and halls with recycling
receptacles. Please tell your dorm reps if you don't have enough boxes. And please
note: pizza boxes, glossy magazines, envelopes with windows are NOT
RECYCLABLE.

• The Winnie Mandela Scholarship needs $2500, which will be matched
with $5000 by an alumni. This fund supports South African students at Haverford. If
you have questions or contributions, contact Dean of Multi-cultural Affairs Angela
Gillem.

• There is growing concern about food fights in the DC. Students Council
urges all students to refrain from fighting not only because somebody else has to clean
up but because it's an incredible waste of food. Please be considerate.

• Robin Doan in Housing tells us that the spring student list has missing
telephone numbers. After the elections, Robin found hundreds of new and
changed numbers. She will put a more complete list on reserve in the library.

• There is now an HPA change machine! It's located in 30. However, if it is
not used or vandalized at all, it'll be removed immediately by the company.

• Norm Ricker of Physical Plant informs us that signs are still being stolen.
These signs cost $600, which comes directly out of our tuition. Please return all signs.

• Neighbors of the College have been disturbed by noise from parties,
especially 710. The Deans are concerned that if this keeps up, people may call the
police. So, when it's late, try to keep it down, especially when walking back to
campus.

• Upcoming appointments: New Point Concert Series, contact Shannon
Ratliffe; Faculty-Student Interaction, contact Brad Mayer; and Tri-College,
contact Jeff Meyerhardt. For info on all committees, their duties and the appointments
process, talk to co 2nd Vice-Presidents Sarah Bing and Elizabeth Schainker.

• IMPORTANT: all Students Council meetings are open to the
community! Meetings are Sundays in the Bryn Mawr room of the DC at
6:30. Anyone may attend, so join us to find out what goes on and to help us better
represent the community.

• There is now a suggestion envelope on the Comment Board. Use it!

Til next week,

Carlo (645-9633) and Phuong (645-9647)
co-Secretaries



THE STUDENTS
Students Council Minutes for_ March 19. 1990

Absent: Matt Leighninger, Jon Novick

Cn"It's like Karl Marx coming before Students Council."
-Jason Goldstein on the various, and different, components of the proposed large document"

After the moment of silence, we began talking about a large document. Carlo presented it as a
conglomeration of ideas that, it was soon apparent, have different purposes.

The original idea was to create a meeting of active groups on campus to facilitate coordination of events.
This meeting will be held April 1 at 1:00pm in the Bryn Mawr room of the Dining Center. This
quickly expanded to include Budget committee. It was noted that there are several large purchases that one
group would not get alone. For example, a video camera and a sound system are expensive one-time
purchases, but would likely be good to have on campus in the long run. So this aspect would essentially be a
long-term planning session for groups to express to Budget committee what their plans involve and how
those plans can be effectively dealt with in the present.

Another aspect of the large document is a concern of Dawayne Judd's. Dawayne is concerned about
the separation of Students Council and Honor Council. Before the meeting he noted that the
separation of Plenaries -- into an Honor Code Plenary and an everything else Plenary — shows a disassociation
of what should be unifying aspects of our community. That is, the Honor Code should not be seen as
something to be dealt with separately. Therefore, input is wanted on the roles of the two bodies. What space
do they fill in the community? What should be their roles, looking to the future? This aspect of the large
document would be working guidelines for the Councils.

Third, we would like to create a guide to campus organizations. We thought it would be good to
have each group write a description of the role it envisions itself fulfilling. in this there is a difference between
"activist" groups and "non-activist groups." Focusing on the activist groups, this part of the document would ask
groups to write looking to the future. Why, for example, does the group exist? What societal inequalityls it
trying to change? If it could dictate the course of society, what improvements would it make?

Along these lines, the last part of the document is modeled after the Port Huron Documents. The
Port Huron Document was written by Tom Hayden, a 60's student activist and later adopted by Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS). Essentially, they were a sociological critique of society. SDS used them, in some
respects, as a position paper. They set a tone for the student agenda in transforming society. Gideon and Carlo
both foresee the 90's as a decade that will see increased student activism. Carlo envisioned this part of the
document, a social critique, as something that would be created with input from students that could ultimately be
published on a larger, national scene.

All community members are asked for their input on any of the aspects of this large document.
Remember the meeting on April 1.

CPR can be offered this semester, says Greg Kannerstein of the Athletic Department. It will be a six
hour course. Greg needs to know when would be the best time; to deal with this, Gideon Bernstein is writing a
survey for campus distribution.

News of the SIM Male: there are now three proposed picnics. The first will be April 6th. If this
first picnic is successful, Budget committee will decide to fund the next two. If it is not, however, the picnics will
not happen. Josh Konecky, organizer of the picnics, asks that students make a special effort to join this first
picnic to guarantee its success. if you can help him organize or run the event contact him.

In the future, Large Parties will need to be organized far enough in advance to ensure that Large
Party Fund, Security, Betty Davis in the Calendar Office, Jon Francone of Dining Services, and Housekeeping
are prepared. Social Round Table is putting together guidelines for all party throwers to follow.
• Eric Faulkanstein wants the community to be aware that National Hunger Cleanup is Saturday March
31st. It involves three hours of cleaning up blocks in Center City with our neighboring colleges, getting
sponsored per hour for this work. It is a nation-wide event. Interested studenth should contact Eric or sign up in
the DC.
• Bella Abzug will be speaking Wednesday March 28t11at 7:00pm in Marshall Auditorium.  Bella is a former
member of the House of Representatives, one of the primary national and international movers for progressive
causes, and one of the major early feminist leaders. Dean Randy Milden says she's funny, witty and outrageous
and you'll have a great time, and learn something too.
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THE STUDENTS
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Students Council Minutes March 25, 1990

Absent: Eric Becker, Seth Cooper, Amy Levenstien, August Felton

After our moment of silence, we began a joint Honor Council and Students Council meeting.

The main topic of discussion was again the philosophy of both Councils. We all agreed that
certain things such as the swatstika incidents do indeed conflict with the standards of this
community and we all agreed that as individuals, we should do something about it. However,

Can a letter that says certain actions of community members are wrong be signed just
the issue at hand was whether Students' Council has the right to express a "moral" opinion.

community? If SC can express an opinion as to the "morality" of an action, then what is the
role of Honor Council? The following are some of the different comments expressed: .

"Students Council?" Would this action be an imposition of authority or is it guiding the

1) A letter signed solely as "Students' Council" is different from a letter signed by each
member of Student's Council. In the second case, the individual signatures are that of
community members rather than council members.They would carry the same weight as any
other signature from the community.

2) SC members are elected as representatives of all community members, regardless of who
those individuals are. Honor Council members are elected to interpret the Honor Code and
not to represent the student body. Thus, SC might not be representing everyone in the
community if SC were to express an. opinion.

3) SC must be a moral and a legislative body.

4) An SC member does not have to represent the values of, let's say, a racist student. He/She
will present his/her own values above that of a racist.

5) Honor Council represents the ideals of this community, not the people in it.

6) SC members individually can take a stand but the SC label should not be stamped on a
paper that is placing a judgement on the entire community.

7) SC's job is to facilitate. If an issue arose that required action, then SC could write a letter
signed by members of SC and take it to study breaks to obtain other signatures from the student
body. Thus, without mandating an opinion, SC would be facilitating the incorporation of an
opinion, a process that includes students from the community as well as SC.

8) Hypothetically, what if six hundred people in the community were to believe in swatstikas?
Should SC not take a stand? If not, what will become of our community?

9) Should SC wait until someone comes to LSC to say they're offended by something?
However, shouldn't offended individuals go to Honor Council instead? Should SC take the
initiative? Doses this mean that SC must look for issues? Would this then be like a
policeman's clause?

Due to time (or the lack of it) we decided that we had to think more about this and discuss it
later.
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One thing we did conclude was that HC and SC must work together. So we're going to have
one or two joint meetings a semester or whenever we need one. We mentioned the idea of a
SC/HC Newsletter as well as a list of issues that arise on campus. Also, members from each
council will attend the other Council's meeting. Honor Council is also trying to get a day in
which all professors would have a moment of silence before class so that everyone that day
will have had some time to reflect on last semester.

After Honor Council left, Steve Cary spoke about the need for integrity and trust in any
community. He mainly discussed the purpose of consensus which is designed to "shape our
thinking on crucial issues." Consensus allows us to be creative in order to obtain the best
solution possible.

Then, Dawayne Judd spoke about his "data-base" resolution passed last Plenary. Do you
remember what resolutions were passed? Upperdasspeople, do you remember those passed in
your first year here? Sure, we have two councils and a student body to legislate ideas through
Plenary but who enforces them? Dawayne felt that perhaps, SC should expand its role and
enforce them.

However, in order to enforce them, we need a record of their progress. Dawayne expanded the
idea of a data file of resolutions to a data base that would be Haverford's history. He believes
Haverford can speed up the progress of growth by having such a data base that future classes
can refer to. This golden source of. Haverford info can be on computer disks, microfiche, audio
tape, videotape, or anything else. The question is who is going to update this file and what is
the basis for selectivity of the info that will be incorporated into it. One idea was to have
Activities Committee be responsible for this task.

On to another important topic. Alex Brozan spoke about recycling. A few days ago,
Environmental Action assorted 8 bags of trash and found that there were 4 bags worth of
recyclable trash. People, PLEASE RECYCLE! As of now, there are 3 recycling bins for pick-up by
a contractor. They are next to the bikesheds located at Gummere, 30 HPA, and between Lloyd
and Jones. Recycling boxes get filled very quickly. Alex needs people to take filled recyclable
boxes to these bins. How about people on each floor alternating turns to take them there?

One of the resolutions that did not make it to Plenary last semester pertained to changing our
school mascot. (We have one?) Yes, we do and it's officially the Red Wave. (Where did that
come from?) So, a survey will be sent asking for nominations of a mascot and their
significance.

There's an SC Weekly Artides file on reserve in the library. If anyone has an interesting article
for our lovely stalls, please place them in there so that SC can read them and decide on the
following week's article.

Collection Committee needs HELP. Please contact Heather Paxson at 642-3793.

SC meetings are open and they can be fun. Ask Colin Rule.
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Absent: Seth Cooper

After a 27-second moment of silence, Ben Jackson and Seamus McElligott
came to speak to us about possible improvements in the appointments
process. Ben suggested, because appointments are very important to the goals of
the College, that all SC members be more active in the process and that the
community have more access to the process. The suggestion also asked that a list of
those turned down be posted so that students might consider if someone else would
be better. Several Appointments members responded to this by saying that the theory
behind the process is to find someone(s) who everybody can agree will do a good job,
not necessarily someone(s) who everybody thinks will do the best job. Currently,
Appointments holds interviews, comes to concensus on a candidate, presents their
choice to a full SC and explains the reasons they felt s/he would be good for the job.
Other candidates are not named. The full SC then comes to concensus or does not
come to consensus; in the case of the latter, the full SC does not then decide who to
pick -- it goes back to Appointments.

In response to the idea of having all of SC directly involved in the process, there
was concern about the feasibility of the time commitment and of the pressure on the
candidate being in front of 24 people. Then it was suggested that Appointments
present to SC the names of all the candidates for an appointment. Some
Appointments members responded that being at the interview is very important, that
one gets a feel for all the candidates that is essential.

A concern that the community has no way of knowing whether those appointed
are serving the will of the community. Jon Novick wanted to know what mechanisms
exist for recourse. Eric Becker, Appointments Chair last year said that efforts have
been made to keep tabs but they were not complete and could be improved; there was
a suggestion that we ask Chairs of committees for attendance records, but not
evaluations. Tom Hiscott raised the idea that some of the "more important" positions
be elections, or that if they remain appointments that there be a public comment
period.
At the end of this discussion we listed the proposals made which said that::

• there be suggested criteria for candidates for each committee
• there be an at-large member of Appointments, possibly a rotating SC member.

(This raised the question of whether this person would be a part of concensus.)
• all applicants be named, either before or after the appointments process.
• in conjunction with the above, there be a public comment period on applicants.
• appointees be required to write progress reports.

All community members are asked for input on this matter. Please bring your ideas to
your Dorm Reps or Executive Council.

We brought up in this meeting something the Deans brought to us:
repossession of College signs. This year, at least 24 College signs have
disappeared. They cost at least $250 to replace, and they must be replaced for safety
reasons. This semester, two signs have been repossessed, but there is some
question as to the manner in which this is done.

In the instance that a College Housekeeping worker is invited into a room and
sees a sign, does s/he have the right to claim the sign (this is only in the case where
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there is no doubt that it is a College. sign)? Several people argued that the rights of
the individual are paramount, and that the individual whose room the sign is in should
be confronted the next day. Norm Ricker, head of Housekeeping, explained to us in
Friday's_ Deans meeting that not being able to repossess the sign is a blow to the
workert morale, i.e. even though they know where a sign is, they must go ahead
ordering another while the student is confronted through channels which may take
several days. Another example used was that if you walk out of the Bookstore with
$250 worth of stuff, there's no doubt about reclaiming it.

One idea was to create a policy on this process so that students will know
ahead of time the recourse for stealing signs. While some people felt that the authority
to seize the sign was scary, there is, in the action, no accusation of guilt. In taking the
sign on the spot, Housekeeping (or Security) is reclaiming what is the College's. In all
cases, the student would go through normal channels -- Honor Council, Deans. In all
cases, though, students will pay for the signs. If you have signs or know where some
are, please do something about it.

We talked about an editorial in the News which said that SC should not be a
moral body. We still have several differing opinions on this subject. As of now, SC
does not have a policy on these matters. We are working, in conjunction with Honor
Council, to lay some guidelines for what is proper student government for this
community. When these are done they will not be rules, but suggestions of principles
for future Councils. For now, we are still debating SC's role. To get more student
input, we have established a vax conference. It is called "council_affairs" and
you access it by typing, at the $ prompt in vax "notes" and then "add entry
council_affairs." Please use it to give us your thoughts!

Stuff 
• We decided to give the $406.83 made from the Storage Sale to the Winnie

Mandela Scholarship Fund for South African students. This fund still needs help; if
you have ideas for fundraisers or contributions, please contact us.

• Patricia Harris'93 asked about security whistles, which was a resolution
passed at Plenary last year. We're looking into it.

• The Blue Bus leaves from the BCC (the scheduled "HPA" stop) on Saturday
mornings.

• We are writing letters to BGALA, Feminist Alliance, the Dining Center and the
three people who were cleaning the Duck Pond last weekend thanking them for recent
efforts to help our community.

• Housekeeping asked, in a letter to the News last week, that we walk on the
pathways at this critical time for growing grass. Please respect their work and do this.

-Cico k -"Rtu*
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Before our moment of silence, we welcomed our Honor Council
visitors, David Dickinson and Chris Young.

Absent: Jacobo Ortiz-Blanes, Carlo Cerruti, Jason Goldstein,
Elisabeth Schainker

Ben Jackson and Seamus McElligott returned this week to discuss
the proposals to imporove the Appointments process in last
week's minutes. They favored all the proposals and added that
there also be a statement of the qualifications of the appointed
individual(s).

On the same lines, the proposal to select an at-large member for
every appointment was discussed at length. The idea was
suggested out of Ben and Seamus' concern for more needed input
into the process than from just the Appointments committee. We
talked about the purpose for such a member and whether that
member should be from Students Council or from the community.
Would this member serve to "demystify" the Appointments process
or serve as its check? Because confidentiality must be
maintained, this member could not provide the rest of the
community any more access to the process than could the
committee itself. Thus, this member's role would not be that of
"demystifier." In terms of selecting members, we discussed
having community members sign up for the appointments they're
interested in. However, there won't be interest for every
appointment which• leaves some appointments without extra input.
Also, since community members acting as at-large members is a
constitutional change, it would have to be put before Plenary.
Consequently, we decided, on a trial basis, to temporarily have
SC members rotate as at-large members to guarantee that extra
input and serve as a check for this branch of SC.

Next, was the subject of parties. Remember, if you have an off
campus friend at a party, you are responsible for his/her
actions. Please remind them of our policies. Also, we
discussed off campus people causing problems when they are at
these parties cir refused from them.

Activities meetings are open. Times will be posted on the SC
board.

The Appointments committe will write a letter about the general
Appointments process to "demystify" it.
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Absent: Ken Larson, Coralie Boyd, Matt Leighninger, Jon Novick 	 Cn

Kate DiLorenzo from Honor Council joined us this week.

CD

0

0

Gummere reps, Seth and Tom, want to prove the superiority of Gummere to
all other housing by challenging any dorm to a volleyball or basketball game.
Those interested in making them eat their words should contact their
respective representatives.

Leslie Power expressed some concern about the budgeting process. Since the
Earth Day committee had not received all the money they requested, they
decided to use the money received for the more important activities of Earth
Week. However, the budget committee had already decided how the money
should be spent according to their budget application. Consequently,
confusion existed for both her and the budget committee in terms of how the
Earth Day Committee's money should be spent. This confusion existed
because the new approved budget had not been sent out quickly enough to
the committee, which had started planning their expected expenditures.

Leslie also asked that everyone participate in EARTH WEEK. As soon as you
enter DC doors, there's a big Earth Week sign attached to the rail of the stairs
that describes all the activities. Although Sunday is declare Earth Day, keep in
mind that every day should be earth day. (I saw this on an Earth Day sign.)
Please help in preserving our home planet.

Speaking of preservation, Alex Brozan reiterated that we are responsible for
emptying the recycling boxes. He spoke with Physical Plant about
incorporating emptying boxes as a responsibility of physical plant workers but
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Haverfest is coming and so is the Haverfest Auction. Although the letter
asking for donations for the auction was addressed to faculty, it was also a
request for donations by the student body. So if you still want to donate your
most valued possession, or your least valued possession, or even your own
time, contact Liz Jacobs, Allison Grambs, or Kimberlee Auletta. Also, please
encourage faculty to donate things that people, such as yourselves, would
want - like Prof. Wintner's famous bowties. (They may not be so famous if
you're not in the sciences, but sorry, that's all I know.) Another little note -
for all you Chevy Chase fans, his authentic signature is being auctioned off.
Profits will go towards Serendipity.

Next, Carlo suggested having a mural in the Coop that would celebrate
diversity, such as having a picture of four people of color holding hands. The
mural would also provide room for articles, pictures, opinions, etc.



was met with a "no." The fact that it is the LAW to recycle makes the refusal
questionable. Nevertheless, in the mean time, if your boxes are full, please
just empty them yourselves. It won't take long, especially if you get help
from your floor or hall mates. Empty them in the bins in the bike sheds
located next to Lloyd facing Jones, in 30 HPA, and in Gummere. Please don't
wait for someone else to do it.

WOW, the Watch On Waste committee, formed as a result of a Plenary
resolution, has been devising alternative methods to campus wide mailings
for publicity. Now, we have a Daily Activities Erasable Board maintained by
several people. Also, a new board divided daily has recently been put up on
the wall facing the stairways and the bookstore. Any announcement of an
event can be tacked on the day of the board in which it will occur. In
addition, a Weekly Guide consisting of activities, events, deadlines, etc. from
Friday to the Sunday after the full week, will be in everyone's mailboxes by
Friday morning. If you have anything you'd like printed in this Guide, please
send it to August Pelton through campus mail or vax him or vax
"The_Guide" by 4, pm the Wednesday before the Guide comes out. Also,
Guide announcements can be placed in an envelope marked Weekly Guide
outside of the SC room. The ban on all campus wide mailings (with certain
exceptions which will be specified later) will be implemented next semester so
please use these methods to publicize your own events, as well as to learn
about other events now.

Although the Student/Staff picnic was rescheduled twice and there was some
concern about how the staff members were selected, it was successful enough
that Students' Council and the Staff Assoc. will fund for the next two picnics
scheduled for Friday, April 27 and Monday, April 30 from 12:00 - 1:30 on the
Cricket Field. The rain place will be in the Bryn Mawr room of the DC. If you
are interested, please send Josh Konecky a note or sign your name on the sign
up sheet on the SC board. Note: The staff members are not all invited to each
picnic. Instead, the list of staff is divided into three groups so that each group
is invited to one picnic.

Because of increasing problems with off-campus people, many of whom also
drive, attending our parties, JSAAPP is concerned about guests/hosts party
responsibilities. There is also some concern about students going off campus
to drink. You'll hear more about all this later.

Appointments - If you want to share responsibilities of a position with
someone else, then you must apply for that position with that individual. If
you apply alone and get appointed, then you are free to delegate
responsiblities anyway you want, such as getting an assistant. However,
remember that you, as the appointed individual, bear total responsibility for
your position, not your unappointed assistant.



Students Council Minutes for April 22. 1990

Absent: Seth Cooper, Ken Larson, Phuong Ngo, Jon Novick, Carmen Perez

Kimberlee Auletta'92 came to talk to us about two things. First she
reported that Haverfest needs people to help run concessions and clean up
afterwards. Shifts on the day of Haverfest will only be one hour long; anyone
willing to contribute this amount of time should contact Kimberlee, Alison
Grambs, or Liz Jacobs. Also, the Haverfest heads would like to remind us that
the sales of Haverfest T-shirts and hats fund Haverfest; if possible,
please make a contribution to the celebrations success by buying a shirt or hat.

Kimberlee also talked to us about problems with the physical
condition of dorms. She has talked to Robin Doan of Housing about making
improvements in dorms. However, there has not been enough student concern
about this to go further. There was concern that standard fines are not imposed
when students damage buildings and rooms and thus the dorms are allowed to
deteriorate. To organize students to talk about the cosmetic quality of living
spaces, Kimberlee will write a letter and questionnaire to be distributed by dorm
reps. Look for it soon.
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Lela Betts came to speak with us about the graduation policy for

students who have taken time off or are some credits behind. The
current faculty policy is not to allow a student who has not completed all
requirements to participate in graduation ceremonies. Lela felt that this policy
was outdated and that if one takes a semester off, as we are often encouraged
to do, you are "penalized" by not participating in graduation with "your" class, or
the class with which you have the most ties. Yale has a policy that allows
students to decide which class's graduation ceremony they would like to be a
part of. A number of SC members indicated that they would be willing to
support a recommendation that students with a semesters workload left be
allowed to choose which ceremonies they would take part in. Executive
Council agreed to bring this up with the Deans and Lela will talk to Bruce
Partridge of the Educational policy Committee and future Provost. If you have
input on this please talk to your dorm rep or Lela.

Budget Committee presented the revamped concessions policy which
will be in effect next year. Campus concessions include Coke, Pepsi and
candy machines. Currently the concessions are assigned by lottery. SC and
Budget Committee have devised a policy whereby work-study students will get
preference in a "point system" lottery. Students on work study will receive an
extra point for their group; in the event of a tie there will be a lottery.

Next year a group of three people will be needed to run the Coke
machines, two for Pepsi and two for candy machines. There will be an
information meeting at 10:15 on Monday the 30th in the Students
Council room. The deadline to sign up will be Tuesday May 1 at
5:00 outside the SC room (past the bookstore and mailroom on the left). All
other questions should be received by co-Treasurers Jaco Ortiz-Blanes and
Craig McGiffin.
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The policy was also changed so that SC will receive 30% of the profit
and the individuals 70%. This was changed to incorporate electricity payments,
with which College Vice-President Dick Wynn helped out greatly.

At the Friday meeting with Haverford Deans, Bill Ruff'90 asked Students
Council members to consider sending people to the Quadrangle retirement
home. Several former Haverford faculty are at Quadrangle. The home has..
invited students to join them for dinner on Wednesday the 25th at 6:15.
Quadrangle located in this area in order to be near students. Next year they
would like to have students visit several times a semester. If you are interested
in going, transportation and dinner provided, please contact Mary Murray.

Honor Council member John Devlin, who came along with Carrie Kenny
and Gary Restaino, and SC member Nancy Kaufmann are concerned that all
campus jobs receive the same pay while the difficulty varies considerably.
Some SC members acknowledged that a "sliding scale" might not be a bad
idea. We also recognized that this could create tension, and that there might be
more discontentment with the job assignment process. We did not come to
consensus on any recommendation. John will talk to the Administrative
Advisory Committee. Your advice is needed! Please tell your dorm reps how
you feel about this.

We hope the first issue of the Weekly Guide was helpful. Everybody is
encouraged to submit activities to it. Vax THE_GUIDE, fill out a form outside the
SC room or call HPA dorm rep August Pelton.

We decided to have one more article up in bathrooms and halls and then
will discontinue the operation.

Once again, Colin Rule's input at the meeting was helpful.

Keep in touch with your dorm reps!

Have a good week,

Carlo Cerruti
co-Secretary
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Absent: Seth Cooper, Phuong Ngo, August Pelton, Jamie Wager

Jen Sartori of Honor Council and Alex Brozan'93 joined us for our
meeting tonight.

Our first concern was about the party following the Leeds BBQ.
Apparently, the bands that were scheduled to play in Lunt on Saturday night
decided to stay outside on the green. The policy in the Students Guide is that
bands playing outside must be done by 9pm. This is because sound carries
easily off the campus and we must protect ourselves against neighbors
possibly calling police, who might, perhaps, find underaged drinking. A
student called Security and the bands moved into Gummere basement.
However, there was a party there the previous night and the recently released
party policy says, as a courtesy to dorm residents, that parties may not be
thrown on consecutive nights. These policies exist to make life best for
everyone; if you want to read them look in your Students Guide or talk to
your dorm reps.

Soon you will see a Housing Questionnaire. One will be delivered to
every suite, apartment and room on campus. Please take the time, with your
roommates, to help us assess the physical condition of our living spaces.

Next year we will have Security Whistles for the classes of '93 and '94.
Thanks to Patricia Harris for bringing this to our attention.

We will also have next year CPR classes. Greg Kannerstein of the
Athletics Department has agreed to help pay, along with SC, for six students
to be trained as instructors. These students will then teach CPR for gym
credit. If you're interested in instructing contact co-Pres Mary Murray.

Security Note: There have been recent reports of a man in the library
approaching female students. One report claims that the man asked one
student to come with him while he put his books in his car. The man is not
known as a student here. The description is of an African-American male,
about 26 years old, 6 feet tall and 180 pounds.

Officially, Haverford has a policy of no non-students in the library at
night. Bryn Mawr has a similar policy, and has someone at the door checking
ID. We are considering this as an important measure. Please tell your dorm
rep if you think this should be done.

There was some concern recently over the prospect of making Barclay
bathrooms single-sex. As of now and for next year, they can be co-ed.
However, each hall can decide what they would like to do. We would like
people to feel comfortable asking that bathrooms be single-sex. We will stress
this to Customspeople, but if you have a problem with bathrooms, tell somebody.
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After this part of our meeting ended, we began a three-hour debate on
how to awa the Edmund J. Lee Memorial Award. It was fun.

Notes and Deadlines
• Nominations for Students Association Awards, except the Edmund

J.Lee Award, have been re-opened. If you don't remember what the awards
are, there are two for students who have made outstanding contributions to
the campus, one for a Senior, and one for a faculty member. For more specific
information talk with your dorm rep. Please submit a name and a letter
ASAP and at the latest Sunday May 6 at 5:00 to co-Pres Eric Becker (896-5879).

• If you are in a campus group, a member of Budget Committee may
approach you soon; don't worry, this is just to make contact so SC can better
understand what's going on on campus.

• Concessions Deadline:  the lottery for next year's Coke, Pepsi and
candy concessions has been pushed back. You may submit your group (3 for
Coke, 2 for Pepsi and candy) until Thursday at 5:00. Call co-Treasurer Jaco
Ortiz-Blanes (649-8059) for more info.

•Look at the appointments this week — there are some interesting one::
that resulted out of the CIA incident about recruiting on campus.

• Please read the JSAAPP abstracts! They would like to stress that if we
brin	 ests to cam us we are res •onsible for them. Please inform your
guests of our policies.

• Get your College furniture out of storage! This is important! Robin
Doan of Housing tells us that if students don't get bedframes and things back
into their rooms students leaving for the year who store stuff in storage will
fill up the rooms. Then you might not be able to get to it, and you will be
charged for all missing stuff! 

• Haverfest reminder: It's Saturday and it begins at 11:00am. SC
would like to encourage everybody to be responsible for everyone else
especially on this day. Drink responsibly, for everybody's sake. We would
like to celebrate the end of classes for this year with no drawbacks. So now
that you've read this, have a serious time.

Do well with exams and papers!

Carlo Cerruti, co-Secretary
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 and initiating discussion with women and attempting to hug them. This raised concern
Recently, a security rt	 released as a result from reports that a man had been entering

about outsiders entering Magill which they are allowed to do. An idea to have someone at the
Magill entrance checking !Ds was brought up. However, this was considered unfavorable to the
Deans as a solution. They preferred educating students to take precautions instead. Perhaps, as
one SC rep suggested, the money that would have been used to pay the individual checking IDs
could be spent on more security measures in the library.

Minutes for May 6,1990

There is a possibility that students and even faculty may not be allowed in the mailroom next
year because of concerns by WOW and the workers in the mailroom_ The mailroom people
would rather stuff the items themselves because 1) they feel their office is intruded upon and 2)
other people stuffing mailboxes interfere with their work. WOW is concerned that people will
distribute campus wide mailings despite the Plenary resolution by stuffing it themselves, since
the mailroom workers would be advised not to.

An idea to include events in Philly in the Guide was suggested. There are too many events in
Philly and the newspapers cover it very well that it would be a waste of paper to include it.
However, not everyone get the newspapers so Activities Committee will include events on the
Activities board. If anyone has any suggestions, remember the suggestion envelope on the SC
board.

The smoking policy is still unclear. As soon as it is solved, No Smoking" signs will be put up.

Honor Council changed the Honor Code question in the applications and sent them to Haverford
School of Boys as a test. In addition, they sent surveys to alumni asking about their
views/experiences with the Honor Code.

We decided to write an appreciation letter to Haverfest Committee. They worked really hard
and had to deal with the problems of rain on top of that. Also, the Committee decided to stop
Phish from performing at 1:00 because they did not want to be finished cleaning up at 5 in the
morning since they had little help for cleaning up. There was also concern about the number of
outsiders at Haverfest.

Someone expressed a concern about faculty rules. One professor had not told his class there was
a due date for the final and there was one written on the exam. Unfortunately, those who
decided to take the exam later would not know the due date unless they looked at the exam.
We discussed standardizing the procedure for evaluating dasses and professor's performance.

Then, we discussed the nominees for commencement awards.

Relax, do well on exams, eat right, and get lots of sleep.
Signing out.

C4240 ir Phaciy

cvs
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